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 Student name:

Elvis the teenager

Throughout Elvis’s teenage years he became very interested in creating a distinct individual style, not just in 
music and performance but also in fashion. Identify Elvis’s look and the changes throughout his career.

Look out for Bill Belew, Bernard Lansky and Lowell Hays. What roles did they play in the creation of Elvis’s 
style?

Find, list and/or sketch the fashion looks that Elvis championed during the 50s.

Lansky Bros clothing store on Beale Street, Memphis provided 
Elvis with style inspiration. At first he improvised with second-
hand clothes, but as his income grew he loved to shop at 
Lansky’s. 

What were the accessories that accentuated Elvis’s look of the 
50s? Illustrate some of those here.

Elvis at Lansky’s clothing store in 1956.
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Elvis the movie star

Elvis starred in many movies throughout his career. He wore 
with charisma everything from Hawaiian print shirts, motor 
cycle gear through to horse rancher denim. Is there a style 
from his film star period that particularly appeals to you? Draw 
it in this space. 

King of rock and roll

Observe and note the distinct changes in Elvis’s style on stage during this period.

Fashion icon

Elvis’s legacy of bold self-expression continues to inspire and influence today.  List current artists who are 
borrowing from Elvis’s different styles of 50 years ago. What is it that links the contemporary artist’s look 
you have identified, with the style of Elvis?

All images reproduced in this publication are courtesy of Elvis Presley Enterprises, unless otherwise indicated, © EPE. Graceland and its 
marks are trademarks of EPE. All Rights Reserved. Elvis Presley™ © 2022 ABG EPE IP LLC.

Still from Blue Hawaii.


